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Install Instructions 
for PRP’s Wildcat Steel 

Frame Doors

Parts Included:
2 PRP Wildcat Steel Frame Doors (with skins and latches attached)
2 Latch Pin Brackets
4 Bolts for Brackets
4 Washers for Brackets
2 Latch Pin Bolts
2 Latch Pin Nuts
2 Latch Pin Sleeves

Tools Needed: (not included)
Torx driver
5/32 allen wrench (for door skin bolt)
7/16” wrench and/or ratchet (x2)

Remove all parts from the box and unwrap completely using 
the box top to lay out the pieces.

Time: 
Approx 30–45 minutes. 

Read through all of the instructions completely before 
beginning to install your PRP Wildcat Steel Doors.

Door Graphics Not Included
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1. Remove the seat 
Reach behind the bottom cushion and 
release the latch. Lift seat forward then up 
and out of the front floor bracket.

2. Remove safety netting bolts (2) 
Using the torx driver, remove the bolts 
from the upper and lower safety netting 
tabs connceted to the vehicle frame. Put 
them aside for now (a good place is the cup 
holder). You will use one of these bolts to 
install the limit straps later.

3. Remove hinge bolts (2) 
Using the torx driver, remove the bolts 
from the hinge bracket. Put them aside for 
now. You will use them to install the doors.

4. Remove stock latch 
Using the torx driver, remove the 2 bolts 
from the latch bracket. You will not use 
these bolts to install the replacement 
bracket.
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5. Install PRP latch pin bracket 
Using the supplied bolts and washers 
install the latch pin bracket. Only hand 
tighten for now. You may need to make 
adjustments later.

6. Install latch pin 
Slide the latch pin sleeve over the latch pin 
bolt and install on bracket with the supplied 
nut. Leave latch pin loose. You will need to 
make adjustments later.

7. Install door limit strap 
Using a torx screw from the removal of the 
netting, install the limit strap on the underside 
of the bracket along the bottom of the door 
frame. Tighten completely.

8. Place PRP Wildcat Steel Doors 
Carefully place the doors in the door frame 
making sure the hinge bracket is around the 
door frame bracket and the slam latch is on 
the latch pin.
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9. Secure the hinge bracket 
Using the screws removed from the original 
door bracket (check the cup holder) install the 
door hinge making it snug but not completely 
tightened. You may need to adjust the 
positioning slightly.

10. Install limit strap on the door 
Using an allen wrench, remove the bottom 
screw holding on the door skin which is 
closest to the hinge. Replace the screw 
through the washer of the limit strap and 
tighten completely.

11. Check and adjust slam latch and hinge 
positions 
Gently close the door and completly close the 
slam latch. Adjust door so the pin is as straight 
as possible then tighten the hinge bolts. While 
holding the slam latch pin in place, open the 
door and tighten the pin. Gently close the door 
to make sure the latch strikes the pin straight on 
and no binding occurs. Continue adjustments 
as necessary. You may need to make small 
adjustments several times. 

12. Repeat on the opposite side… 
Congratulations! Your new PRP Wildcat Steel 
Doors are installed and ready to use.  
 
If you have any questions or experience 
issues, please contact your retail outlet first 
for help. However, the staff at PRP is always 
happy to help at 1-800-317-6253. 
 
Thank you! Ride Safe!


